A TOWER
THAT MAKES
THE DIFFERENCE
In the tranquil and contemporary Leça
da Palmeira district, the Flower Tower
emerges: a residential tower signed by
OODA architecture firm.
A perfect fusion of original
architecture and organic elements, the
tower offers apartments with verandas,
lush planters and large windows that
reflect the brightness and colour
of the sea.
The Flower Tower combines urban
and modern apartments in a tranquil
location with easy access to the Porto
city centre.
Come and enjoy all the benefits of
being close to the sea and the beach,
in a historic town with a youthful and
cosmopolitan atmosphere, ideal to raise
your family in a quiet setting.

“ON BOA NOVA BEACH, ONE DAY, I BUILT
(THAT WAS THE BIG MISTAKE) A TALL
CASTLE, WHICH IS FANTASY, ALL IN LAPISLAZULI AND CORAL! NO ONE IN THE AREA
COULD BOAST OF SUCH A DOMAIN”
ANTÓNIO NOBRE

LEÇA DA PALMEIRA,
FROM THE PAST…

TO THE PRESENT

Once an ancient Roman village located on the
banks of the Leça River, Leça da Palmeira was a
place where pilgrims from the Holy Land would
come ashore and spend the night. Due to the
strong ties to fishing and the sea, the town has
always been known for its beaches and cuisine.

Preserving the past while looking towards the
future, technological and industrial development
has allowed Leça da Palmeira to stand out and
play a crucial role in Portugal’s growth. Leça
da Palmeira is a place with a youthful spirit,
offering the opportunity to enjoy water sports

or beautiful walks by the sea. The town is also
considered an architectural icon in Portugal,
featuring various impressive projects by the
renowned architect Álvaro Siza Vieira.

WHERE THE SEA,
ARCHITECTURE
AND YOUTHFULNESS
COME TOGETHER

A CASA DE CHÁ
DA BOA NOVA

OCEAN
POOL

BOA NOVA
LIGHTHOUSE

A QUINTA
DA CONCEIÇÃO

LEIXÕES CRUISE
TERMINAL

Built just two metres from
the water’s edge and
featuring the ocean as a
backdrop, the ‘Boa Nova
Tea Room’ is a project by
architect Álvaro Siza Vieira.
The kitchen is run by Chef
Rui Paula who has won two
Michelin stars.

This iconic project designed
by architect Álvaro Siza Vieira
is comprised of two saltwater
pools for adults and children,
located right on the ocean.

Inaugurated in 1927, this
is the second tallest
lighthouse in Portugal,
measuring 46m high and
offering a panoramic view
of the Atlantic.

Just a 5-minute walk from the Flower
Tower, this is one of the most pleasant
leisure spaces in the council, a green
lung beside the city. Steeped in
tradition and heritage, the public park
includes a tennis court and swimming
pool designed by Álvaro Siza Vieira.
A chapel, Manueline style portal and
former cloisters are remnants of the
ancient convent.

One of the largest cruise terminals
built specifically for ocean liners,
this is an undeniable icon in the
Leça da Palmeira and Matosinhos
areas, putting them on the map
of international tourist routes.

A TRANQUIL LIFESTYLE
WITH AN URBAN SOUL
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A COMFORTABLE DISTANCE FROM
THE CITY CENTRE
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The Flower Tower is the ideal combination for those
who seek greater quality of life, with every daily
convenience at close reach. Leça da Palmeira offers
a less dense, yet cosmopolitan environment.
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SUPERMARKETS/
SHOPPING CENTRE
1. Pingo Doce
2. Aldi
3. Lidl
4. Auchan
5. Continente
6. Mar Shopping

HOSPITALS
7. Clínica Leça da Palmeira
8. Centro Saúde Leça da Palmeira

TRANSPORT
Metro – Mercado (Market)
Autocarros: 507, 6E, 601
Metro Senhora da Hora (Autocarro 116)

SCHOOLS
9. Colégio Primeiros Passos
10. JI/EB1 Amorosa
11. Escola Secundária da Boa Nova
12. Escola Básica de Corpo Santo

LEISURE
13. Quinta da Conceição
14. Ocean Pool
15. Leça Beach
16. Clube de Leça
17. Leça Futebol Clube
18. Clube Naval de Leça
19. Centro Hípico de Leça
20. Casa de Chá da Boa Nova

ACCESS ROUTES
21. A28
22. Leça movable bridge
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TIME TO ENJOY
The Flower Tower is located in a residential area,
with all of the necessary daily amenities close by.
Just a short walk or drive from your home, you
can find supermarkets, green spaces and parks, diverse
local retail, pharmacies, banks, post offices and schools.
Residents can also enjoy the wide, open spaces
Leça da Palmeira offers for sports and leisure activities,
as well as an award-winning beach famous for
its surfing.

A SIMPLE
AND ORIGINAL
TOWER
The Flower Tower is a residential tower comprised of 21 floors
and 108 apartments, offering typologies from Smart 1-bedroom
to 3-Bedroom+1 Duplex, to meet the new needs and realities
of modern families. These unique and carefully designed homes
provide greater quality of life, just 15 minutes from the Porto city
centre. The Flower Tower stands out for the originality, simplicity
and modernity of its architecture.

THE RIGHT
HOME FOR YOU
Homes designed with great detail, that offer comfort and
quality to guarantee your wellbeing. Modern and original interior
finishings are always enhanced by verandas that offer extensive
and unobstructed views.
The 108 apartments at Flower Tower take the fullest
advantage of the ocean close by.

WE DESIGNED YOUR HOME
WITH A VERSTILE ROOM
Our Smart apartments were designed
efficiently, from a "less is more" logic.
Therefore, in these homes we created
a room that can be used as a bedroom
or an office. A versatile room adapted
to the changes of modern life.

Smart 1-Bedroom

Smart 2-Bedroom

Smart 1-Bedroom

These apartments were efficiently designed to
bring innovation to a classic open-space studio,
as they enable the bedroom and living room to
be separated, thereby acting as a 1-Bedroom.
These apartments also offer a storage unit in
the basement.

Smart 2-Bedroom

In addition to the master bedroom, our Smart
2-Bedroom apartments (1-Bedroom+1) offer you the
possibility of a second room that can be used as
a bedroom or an office. These apartments are the
perfect combination of efficiency and functionality
to maximize space. This typology includes a parking
space and storage unit in the basement.

COMFORT AND
FUNCTIONALITY
Our 2-Bedroom and 3-Bedroom apartments
were designed to guarantee maximum
comfort and functional spaces.

2-Bedroom

3-Bedroom

2-BEDROOM

We created two types of classic 2-Bedroom apartments,
both designed and adjusted to meet different purposes.
The basic 2-Bedroom options offer a more
contained and efficient area, while the 2-Bedroom+
feature a maximized social area with an additional
bathroom. Both versions offer the option to choose
an open-plan or separate kitchen.
All of these apartments feature verandas to enjoy
the outdoor space and maximize natural light in your
home, and include a parking space and storage unit
in the basement.

2-BEDROOM +

3-BEDROOM

A FAMILY HOME
Apartments with three bedrooms, one of which
a suite. Always featuring three or four verandas to
maximize space and light. This typology also offers
the choice of an open-plan or separate kitchen.
All of the apartments have a separate laundry
off the kitchen, two parking spaces and a storage
unit in the basement.

PENTHOUSES
The four duplex apartments located
on the top floor of the tower offer three
bedrooms. Featuring ample social spaces,
these homes include a dining area and
guest bathroom. The verandas run the full
length of the apartments, maximizing views
of the exceptional outdoor spaces. All of
these apartments include three parking
spaces and a storage unit.

Penthouses

PENTHOUSES

PENTHOUSES

PENTHOUSES

CONDOMINIUM MULTIPURPOSE ROOM:
CO-WORK/ PARTIES/ MEETINGS
The Flower Tower also features a multipurpose room
to be used by residents, located on the ground floor
of the building and measuring approximately 100 sqm.
This room offers access to the outside, a private garden
and plenty of natural light. The space is also served by a
kitchenette and bathrooms, enabling residents to use it
in various ways.

CO-WORK
Because working from home is increasingly a reality for
everyone, during the day residents can use this room
for co-working. The ample space is entirely enclosed
in glass and offers all the conditions to be used as an
extension of your home.

PARTIES
An ample room measuring approximately 100 sqm, to
enjoy and welcome your guests or for children’s parties,
with access to a small private garden, kitchenette and
bathrooms.

CONDOMINIUM MEETINGS
An ample room where all residents can gather and
conduct condominium meetings in a spacious and
comfortable environment.

CUSTOMIZATION
The Flower Tower building offers the possibility to
customize some features in your apartment and adapt
it to your taste.

PARKING AND
STORAGE
To offer its residents greater convenience, the Flower
Tower building includes parking and storage for all
apartments, except the Smart 1-Bedroom typology.

VERANDAS
All apartments in the Flower Tower feature at least one
veranda with a landscaped planter. These verandas offer
large windows, letting residents enjoy the outdoors,
as well as extensive and unobstructed views.

LAUNDRY
All 3-Bedroom apartments offer a separate laundry area
off the kitchen, equipping your home with a separate
and closed space for laundry and storage.

FITNESS SPACE
An equipped space located on the ground floor for
residents to exercise, served by bathrooms and with
direct access to the outdoor garden. A fitness room
to let you enjoy your daily exercise in a private and
pleasant space.

SOLIDITY.
EXPERIENCE.
DEDICATION.
Nexity is a real estate development
company of French origin, listed on the
Paris stock exchange since 2004.
Featuring more than 20 years
of experience and leadership in the
real estate sector, with consolidated
experience in various countries, Nexity
is committed to growing in international
markets and Portugal, to help drive change
in the Portuguese housing paradigm by
developing large-scale projects with
superior quality. Above all, the company
strives to implement projects that meet
the needs of the Portuguese population, to
build a city for everyone.

Contacts
Sales Office
Rua Dom João I nº 384
4450-163 Matosinhos, Porto

Nexity Head Office
Rua Carlos Alberto da Mota Pinto, 9
Edifício Amoreiras Plaza Piso 4 – Esc. 4B2
1070‑374 LISBOA

infoleca@nexity.pt
+351 221 159 187
+351 911 752 888
www.flowertower.pt

